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The floating  charge is called one of exquisite  designs in the English balance 
law，it is obvious to all that the floating charge has the remarkable effect to let the 
modern enterprise satisfy whose demand for financing was more bigger and more, 
because of its formidable system superiority such as flexibility and practicality and so 
on.So，it have been introduced and applicated by common law countries and civil law 
countries. The floating charge system been ruled by law in“ Property Law ” 
promulgated  in 2007 in our county by the written law form，this may say is 
guarantees in the system a breakthrough。But in fact there were only three articles to 
stipulate the floating charge. Some very important parts were neglected, in which has 
included realization of the floating charge. The realization of the floating charge right 
is the key for the floating charge system to move wholly and display application 
function， so if there was a flaw in this part, the whole system would not move 
efficiently. 
The author just want to make a study on the realization of the floating charge 
right through this thesis ，the  primary coverage includes following three parts： 
The first part summarized the concepts and characteristics of the floating charge, 
and introduced its basic system such as creation and registration and so on, then 
analyzed the stipulationes  and characteristics about the floating charge in the 
“Property Law” in our country,  Finally  elaborated  the concepts and 
characteristics of the realization of the floating charge right. 
In the second part , the author researched concrete process of the realization of 
the floating charge right by taking the method stipulation in the English law as the 
template, summarized the basic principle about the realization of the floating charge 
right, then  researched the process of the realization of the floating charge right in 














The third part summarized the existed question about the stipulation of the 
realization of the floating charge right in our country present legislation, and  the 
author gave legislative advices about how to perfect it. 
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第一章  浮动抵押权实现的界定 
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而被人们引用的 多、影响 广的是在 1903 年 Re Yorkshire Woolcombers 
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押的三个特征，在当时以及之后很长的一段时间内被人们当做用来判断浮动抵押
的标准。 
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